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Abstract: We have investigated the CH4 adsorption and the C-H bond breaking activation on the metal ad-atom of M@M (111) 
(M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M (111)/H (covered by hydrogen atoms) 3 and 1-layer surfaces (4-type surfaces) using 
spin-polarized Density Functional Theory (DFT). We find that the adsorption energies of methane are related to the d-band center 
of metal ad-atoms. In particular, the distances between CH4 and Ni, Pd, and Pt ad-atoms of 4-type surfaces are shortened and the 
adsorption energies of CH4 on metal ad-atoms are stronger than the perfect surfaces because the d-band center of metal ad-atoms 
are close to the Fermi level. Furthermore, we have investigated the activation barrier energies of C-H bond breaking of CH4 on Ni, 
Pt, and Ag ad-atoms of 4-type surfaces because Pt ad-atom exhibits stronger adsorption energy of CH4, Ag ad-atom exhibits 
weaker ones, and Ni utilizes for the steam reforming reaction. We find that Ni and Pt ad-atoms show lower activation barrier 
energies, and they are related to the CH4 adsorption energies as well as the d-band centers. 
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1. Introduction 

Methane is a main component of natural gas and is utilizes 
for the steam reforming reaction to product hydrogen. The 
methane dissociation reaction is the key process to transform 
the natural gas into hydrogen. Because of the stability of 
methane, it is hard to dissociate the C-H bond. In recent years, 
methane dissociation reaction on metal catalysts has attracted 
attention [1-9]. Noble metal catalysts show higher activity and 
stability for this reaction, but very high cost and scares 
resources limit those uses. While carbon deposition hinders 
this reaction and a severe problem [10-15], Ni-based catalysts 
become one of the most attractive catalysts in this reaction 
because of the good catalytic activity and low cost. In fact, the 
steam reforming reaction on inexpensive Ni catalysts play an 
important role in commercial [16, 17]. The C-H bond 
breaking activation of methane on Ni-based catalysts have 
attracted much attention in experimentally and theoretically. 
The methane dissociation reaction is believed to proceed as 

follows: 

CH4 (gas)↔CH4 (ads)            (1) 

CH4 (ads)→CH3 (ads)+H (ads)           (2) 

CH3 (ads)→CH2 (ads)+H (ads)           (3) 

CH2 (ads)→CH (ads)+H (ads)           (4) 

CH (ads)→C (ads)+H (ads)           (5) 

In this reaction scheme, reaction (2) is discussed as the 
rate-limiting step. In this study, thus, we focus on the 
adsorption of CH4 (reaction (1)) and C-H bond breaking 
reaction of CH4 (reaction (2)). 

In recent years, the dissociative chemisorption of methane 
on low-index surface of Ni has been extensively studied 
experimentally and theoretically. Experimentally, for 
example, molecular beam techniques provide the information 
in the cleavage of C-H bond such as the activation energy 
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and the roles of the translational, rotational, and vibrational 
energies of CH4. Methane dissociation is activated by both 
translational and vibrational energy [18-21]. Lee et al. 
studied the activated dissociative chemisorption of CH4 on 
Ni(111) surface by molecular beam techniques [22]. They 
reported that the probability of the dissociative chemisorption 
of CH4 increased exponentially with the normal component 
of the incident molecule’s translational energy and with 
vibrational excitation. Smith et al. reported that the 
vibrational excitation was vibrational excitation of ν3 (the 
antisymmetric C-H stretch) activates methane dissociation 
more efficiently than does translational energy [23]. 2ν3 (the 
antisymmetric C-H stretch) excitation of methane increases 
its reactivity by more than 4 orders of magnitude on Ni(111), 
whereas on Pt(111) the reactivity is lower by 2 orders of 
magnitude [24]. 

Theoretical study of quantum chemistry can provide 
electronic state and atomic level information, giving the 
theoretical explanation through the computational model. 
Yang et al. studied the dissociative chemisorption of methane 
at an atom-atom site on a Ni(111) surface by using a many 
electron embedding theory [25]. They found that the Ni 3d 
orbitals contributed to the bonding by directly mixing with 
methane C-H orbitals during the dissociation process. Kratzer 
et al. demonstrated a density functional theory (DFT) study 
of the first step of CH4 adsorption on the Ni(111) surface, 
dissociation into adsorbed CH3 and H [26]. They revealed 
that the position of the center of d states was a key quantity 
for the ability of a surface metal atom to promote the 
dissociation, and the role of nickel in catalyzing the 
dissociation of CH4 was due to its high density of d-states 
close to the Fermi level. Nave et al. used DFT to examine 24 
transition states for the dissociation of methane on five 
different metal surfaces: Ni(111), Ni(100), Pt(111), Pt(100), 
and Pt(100)-(1×2) [27]. They found that for all five metals, 
the minimum energy path for dissociation for all five metals 
was over a top site, with a single (dissociating) H atom 
pointing toward the surface. 

In this study, we focus on the C-H bond breaking 
activation of methane on the defect of surface. Beebe et al. 
reported that the activation energy of Ni(111), Ni(100), and 
Ni(110) were 12.6, 6.4, 13.3 kcal/mol, respectively [28]. This 
result indicated that experimentally methane activation was 
found to be structure sensitive, with Ni(111) being the least 
active and Ni(100) and Ni(110) increasingly more active. 
Bengaard et al. studied the effect of steps using a Ni(211) 
surface, and found the activation energy to be lowered 
relative to Ni(111) [16]. Abild-Pedersen et al. investigated 
the dissociation of methane on the terraces and steps of a 
Ni(111) surface by using DFT total energy calculation 
combined with Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) experiments. 
They found that the steps exhibited a higher activity than the 
terrace [29]. Kokaji et al. showed that isolated ad-atom of a 
reactive catalyst on a less reactive surface for 
dehydrogenation reaction of methane (CH4→CH3+H) not 
only was more active than the perfect or alloy surfaces but 
also had stronger CH4 adsorption [30]. Rodríguez-Kessler et 

al. investigated structural, magnetic, and adsorption property 
of Nin (n=2-16, 21, 55) clusters based on spin polarized DFT, 
and reported that the CH4 was adsorbed on the top site of all 
Nin clusters with ranging from -0.17 to -0.47 eV [31]. Yuan et 
al. studied the dehydrogenation processes of CH4 on the flat 
Cu(100), Cu ad-atom on Cu(100) surface (Cu@Cu(100)), 
and Ni@Cu(100) surface via spin polarized DFT approach, 
and their calculated results showed that the reaction barrier 
for methane dehydrogenation were remarkably reduced by 
about 40%-60% with the assistant of the adsorbed Ni atom 
on the Cu(100) surface, especially for the reaction of 
CH4→CH3+H and CH→C+H [32]. 

In the present paper, we investigate the CH4 adsorption and 
C-H bond activation of CH4 on Ni@Ni(111), Pd@Pd(111), 
Pt@Pt(111), Cu@Cu(111), Ag@Ag(111), and Au@Au(111) 
via spin polarized DFT calculation to evaluate the effect of 
defect surface such as ad-atom, and the relation between the 
adsorption energy of CH4 and the d-band center of metal 
ad-atom. In addition, we select a few metal ad-atom surfaces 
and compare the C-H bond activation of CH4 on metal 
ad-atoms. 

2. Computational Details 

We carried out DFT calculations implemented through the 
PWscf code Quantum Espresso [33]. The exchange and 
correlation energy functional is treated by using the 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation within the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [34]. To account 
for the magnetic moment of nickel, we considered spin 
polarized electrons. A plain wave basis set with a kinetic 
energy cutoff of 30 Ry is employed for the valence electrons. 
A fermi smearing of 0.01 Ry is utilized to determine electronic 
occupancies. A sampling of 4×4×1 k-points of the 
Monkhorst-Pack [35] scheme is used to model the Brillouin 
zone. Force less than 0.001 eV/Å is used as the criterion for 
the relaxation convergence. The relaxation of the electronic 
degrees of freedom is thought to be converged when the 
energy differences are less than 5×10-6 eV. A 12 Å vacuum 
slab is inserted into the direction perpendicular to the surface 
to separate the neighboring repeated slabs and ensure that the 
adsorbates and the repeated slab would not interact. The 
searching for the transition state and geometries of the 
reaction pathways of the first dissociation reaction of methane 
(CH4→CH3+H) on metal ad-atom surfaces were performed 
with the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) 
method [36]. 

The thickness of the surface models was chosen as a 
three-layer slab, which is proven reasonable to investigate the 
mechanism of the adsorption and reaction in previous report 
[37-39]. The all Ni(111), Pd(111), Pt(111), Cu(111), Ag(111), 
and Au(111) substrates are modeled by a 1-layer and 3-layer 
p(2×2) slab containing 4 metal atoms per layer. To investigate 
the methane adsorption and activity on metal ad-atom, 
Ni@Ni(111), Pd@Pd(111), Pt@Pt(111), Cu@Cu(111), 
Ag@Ag(111), and Au@Au(111) are considered by adsorbing 
one Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au atom on the first layer of 
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Ni(111), Pd(111), Pt(111), Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111) 
substrates, respectively. During the geometry optimization, 
the bottom one layer is fixed and the other layer and 
adsorbates are fully relaxed on 3-layer surface system, while 
surface atoms are fixed and adsorbates are fully relaxed on 
1-layer surface system. Here, Zhang et al. employed DFT 
method to comparatively probe into CH4 dehydrogenation on 
four types of Cu(111) surface, including the flat Cu(111) 
surface and the Cu(111) surface with one surface Cu atom 
substituted by one Rh atom, as well as the Cu(111) surface 
with one Cu or Rh ad-atom [40]. They found that the 
differences for the highest barrier between Cu@Cu(111) and 
Cu(111) surfaces were smaller, the catalytic behaviors of 
Cu@Cu(111) surface were very close to the flat Cu(111) 
surface. In this study, we consider two types surface models, 
that is, 3-layer and 1-layer surface models to check the effect 
of morphology of surface models. In addition, Abild-Pedersen 
et al. also reported the sulfur and carbon pre-adsorbed Ni 
surface system [29]. They found that the activation energy 
barrier for the C-H bond breaking decreased when the d-band 
was closer to the Fermi level, and the dissociation of methane 
on sulfur and carbon pre-adsorbed Ni(211) surface were 
deactivated as compared to clean Ni(211) surface because 
their d-band centers were down shifted due to sulfur and 
carbon pre-adsorption. In this study, thus, hydrogen atoms 
cover metal surface system on the other side of metal ad-atom 
as a factor to make d-band shift. 

The adsorption energy Eads is calculated as follow: 

Eads = Eadsorbate/surface-Eadsorbate-Esurface        (6) 

where Eadsorbate/surface is the total energy of the adsorbate on 
surface slab model, Eadsorbate is the total energy of adsorbate, 
Esurface is the total energy of the surface slab model. The 
isolated adsorbate models are calculated in a 10×10×20 space. 
Here, Yuan et al. reported that the calculated zero point 
energy correction for activation barrier energies of C-H bond 
dissociation were 0.1 ~ 0.2 eV [32], which did not change the 
main conclusion on the relative catalytic activities of the flat 
Cu(100), Cu@Cu(100), and Ni@Cu(100) surfaces. In this 
study, thus, we did not calculate the zero point energy 

correction because our calculated surface models are similar 
to their ones. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. CH4 Adsorption on Perfect M (Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) 

and M/H 3 and 1-Layer Surfaces 

According to the previous theoretical reports, the 
adsorption energy of CH4 is extremely small (~0.02 eV) 
[41-43]. Similarly, CH4 adsorption is reported to be 
physisorption process on Ni-M (M=Co, Rh, Ir) alloy surfaces 
[44]. The adsorption energies of CH4 and the distances of 
C-H bond length of CH4 on perfect M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, 
Cu, Ag, Au) and M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces are 
summarized in Table 1. Our calculated result also shows that 
the adsorption energies of CH4 on all M(111) 3-layer surfaces 
are about 0 ~ -0.04 eV, which mean physisorption. Although 
we consider the perfect 1-layer Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au surface 
to improve the CH4 adsorption as compared to the perfect 
3-layer surfaces, the adsorption energies of CH4 are not 
enhanced for all six M(111) 1-layer surfaces. The calculated 
adsorption energies of CH4 on perfect 1-layer Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, 
Ag, Au surface are also extremely small (about 0 ~ -0.05 eV). 
This result indicates that changing the thickness of metal 
surface layers has almost no effect for CH4 adsorption on this 
perfect metal surfaces system. In addition, we also consider 
the adsorption of CH4 on perfect metal surfaces covered by 
hydrogen atoms to check the effect of covering metal surface 
on the other side with H atoms. As shown in Table 1, the 
adsorption energies of CH4 on M(111) both 3-layer and 
1-layer metal surfaces covered by H atoms (M(111)/H) are 
ranging from about 0 to -0.05 eV. Both Ni(111)/H 3 and 
1-layer surfaces show the strongest adsorption energies of 
-0.048 eV and -0.043 eV, respectively, and Au(111)/H 3-layer 
and Ag(111)/H 1-layer surfaces show the weakest ones 
(-0.003 eV and -0.002 eV). This result indicates that the 
effect of covering metal surface on the other side with H 
atoms makes no difference on the adsorption of CH4. 

Table 1. The adsorption energies of CH4 (ECH4) and the distances of C-H bond length of CH4 (dC-M) on perfect M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M/H 3 

and 1-layer surfaces. 

Surface Ni Pd Pt Cu Ag Au 

3-layer 
ECH4 [eV] -0.048 -0.011 -0.012 -0.006 0.004 -0.003 
dC-M [Å] 4.289 3.778 4.596 4.575 5.345 4.383 

3-layer covered by H atom 
ECH4 [eV] -0.049 -0.014 -0.024 -0.009 0.005 -0.003 
dC-M [Å] 4.220 3.626 3.922 4.621 5.547 4.618 

1-layer 
ECH4 [eV] -0.043 -0.010 -0.011 -0.009 -0.003 -0.014 
dC-M [Å] 4.327 4.526 4.535 4.527 4.526 4.525 

1-layer covered by H atom 
ECH4 [eV] -0.043 -0.012 -0.024 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 
dC-M [Å] 4.327 4.525 4.518 4.789 4.526 4.524 

 

3.2. CH4 Adsorption on Metal Ad-atom of M@M (M=Ni, Pd, 

Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M/H 3 and 1-Layer Surfaces 

We investigate the effect of metal ad-atom for the 
adsorption of CH4 on 3-layer surface. The calculated 

adsorption energies of CH4 on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) 
(M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and the distances between C 
atom of CH4 and metal ad-atom of M@M(111) are 
summarized in Table 2. From Table 2, the adsorption energies 
of CH4 on metal ad-atom of all M@M(111) surfaces are 
higher than those on the perfect M(111) 3-layer surfaces. 
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Although the adsorption energies of CH4 are in physisorption 
level (-0.046 ~ -0.235 eV), Ni@Ni(111), Pd@Pd(111), 
Pt@Pt(111) show twice higher than Cu@Cu(111), 
Ag@Ag(111), Au@Au(111). This result indicates that the 
CH4 prefers to adsorb on the metal ad-atoms rather than the 
surface metal atoms. Therefore, the dissociation reaction of 
CH4 should occur on the metal ad-atom. 

Similarly in section 3.1, we consider the adsorption of CH4 
on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) 1-layer surfaces. As 
compared to M@M(111) 3-layer surfaces, the adsorption 
energies of CH4 are strengthened and weakened. As shown in 
Table 2, the adsorption energies of CH4 on Pt and Au 
ad-atoms are strengthened from -0.199 eV to -0.296 eV and 
from -0.058 eV to -0.144 eV, respectively, and those on Ni 
ad-atom are weakened from -0.235 eV to -0.190 eV, while 
those on the other metals (Pd, Cu, Ag) are almost not 

changed. In accordance with the adsorption energies of CH4, 
the distance of C atom of CH4 and metal ad-atoms of 
M@M(111) are changed. This result indicates that the CH4 
also prefers to adsorb on the metal ad-atoms rather than the 
surface metal atoms. Moreover, we find that the adsorption 
properties of metal ad-atom on 1-layer metal surface are 
affected by the thickness of metal surface layer as compared 
to that on 3-layer metal surface. In order to understand the 
different CH4 adsorption properties of metal ad-atom of 
M@M(111), we investigate the electronic structure of metal 
ad-atoms before CH4 adsorption. The local and partial 
density of states (LDOS) of Pt and Ag ad-atoms of 
M@M(111) and M@M(111)/H 3 and 1-layer surfaces (4-type 
surfaces) are presented in Figure 1 as examples, and the 
d-band center of metal ad-atoms of 4-type surfaces are listed 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. The adsorption energies of CH4 (ECH4) and the distances of C-H bond length (dC-M) of CH4 on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, 

Au) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces, and the d-band centers of metal ad-atoms (εd). 

Surface Ni Pd Pt Cu Ag Au 

3-layer 

ECH4 [eV] -0.235 -0.193 -0.199 -0.105 -0.046 -0.058 

dC-M [Å] 2.282 2.522 2.479 2.706 3.191 3.074 

εd [eV] -1.191 -1.398 -1.893 -2.065 -3.762 -2.684 

3-layer covered by H atom 

ECH4 [eV] -0.235 -0.176 -0.245 -0.076 -0.040 -0.085 

dC-M [Å] 2.316 2.512 2.450 2.720 3.250 2.873 

εd [eV] -1.296 -1.379 -1.798 -2.212 -3.790 -2.857 

1-layer 

ECH4 [eV] -0.190 -0.194 -0.296 -0.154 -0.041 -0.144 

dC-M [Å] 1.688 2.558 2.381 1.800 3.063 2.666 

εd [eV] -1.562 -1.288 -1.717 -1.846 -3.818 -2.597 

1-layer covered by H atom 

ECH4 [eV] -0.302 -0.325 -0.570 -0.043 -0.016 -0.018 

dC-M [Å] 2.171 2.432 2.330 2.752 2.854 3.623 

εd [eV] -1.271 -1.012 -1.340 -1.353 -3.094 -2.446 

 

Figure 1. The local and partial density of states (LDOS) of (a) Pt ad-atom of M@M/H(111) and M@M(111) 3 and 1-layer, and (b) Ag ad-atom of 

M@M/H(111) and M@M(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces. The dashed line at 0 eV represents the Fermi level. 
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Figure 2. CH4 adsorption energies on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, 

Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces as a function 

of the d-band centers of metal ad-atoms. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV. 

As shown in Figure 1, it is clearly shown that the LDOS 
for Pt ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are larger and closer to the 
Fermi level than that of Ag ad-atom, and d-band maximum 
peaks of Pt ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are about -1.0 eV, 
whereas those of Ag ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are located 
below about -2.0 eV. Here, it is reported that the position of 
d-band center correlates with the catalytic activity [29,45,46] 
as well as the adsorption of adsorbates [47]. As clearly seen 
from Table 2 and Figure 1, the d-band centers of Pt ad-atom 
of Pt@Pt(111) 3 and 1-layer and Pt@Pt/H(111) 3 and 1-layer 
surfaces are -1.398, -1.717, -1.798, and -1.340 eV, 
respectively, and Ag@Ag(111) 3 and 1-layer and 
Ag@Ag/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces are -3.762, -3.818, 
-3.790, and -3.094 eV, respectively. From Table 2, we 
observe that the d-band centers of all metal ad-atoms of 
M@M/H(111) 1-layer surface except for Ni are located 
closest to the Fermi level, while the d-band center of Ni 
ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are relatively closer to the Fermi 
level than other metal ad-atom of ones. Figure 2 compares 
the adsorption energies of CH4 on metal ad-atom of 4-type 
surfaces. From Figure 2, the more the d-band centers of metal 
ad-atoms shift to right, the more the CH4 adsorption energies 
become stronger. We find that the adsorption energies of CH4 

correlate with the d-band center of metal ad-atoms on the 
whole. In particular, the d-band centers of Pt ad-atom of 
4-type surfaces are apparently related to CH4 adsorption 
energies. This result suggests that changing the thickness of 
metal ad-atom surface and covering metal surface on the 
other side with H atoms can make the d-band center of metal 
ad-atoms shift close to the Fermi level. In particular, metal 
ad-atoms of M@M 1-layer surfaces are relatively affected by 
other adsorbed atoms on the other side because of its only 
one atomic layer. 

3.3. CH4 Adsorption on Metal Ad-atom of M@M (M=Ni, Pd, 

Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M/H 3 and 1-Layer Surfaces 

As mentioned in section 1, we focus on the adsorption of 
CH4 as well as the effect of metal ad-atom, so we investigate 
only the dissociation reaction of the first step (CH4→CH3+H). 
The other reaction of (CH3→CH2+H), (CH2→CH+H), and 
(CH→C+H) are not discussed in this study. 

Yuan et al. studied the dehydrogenation processes of CH4 
on the flat Cu (100), Cu@Cu(100), and Ni@Cu(100) surface 
via spin polarized DFT approach [32]. They reported that the 
greatly improved methane dehydrogenation on Ni@Cu(100) 
arose from the strong Ni-C interaction as compared to 
Cu@Cu(100) because the Ni-C hybridization region in the 
transition state of LDOS was deeper and broader as 
compared to Cu-C hybridization, corresponding to the fact 
that the Ni-C interaction was stronger than the Cu-C 
interaction [48]. In addition, the Ni-H interaction was 
stronger than the Cu-C interaction due to the same reason, 
and H atom of CH4 was thus relatively easy to dissociate 
from the C-H bond of CH4 on Ni@Cu(100). From this 
observation, we thought that the C-H bond breaking of CH4 
is also easy to occur when the adsorption energy of CH4 is 
stronger. So, we calculate the adsorption energies of CH3 and 
dissociated H on M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and 
M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces to check the relation of 
adsorption energies between CH4 and (CH3 or H), and these 
results are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3. The adsorption energies of CH3 (ECH3) and dissociated H (EH) on M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces. 

Surface Ni Pd Pt Cu Ag Au 

3-layer 
ECH3 [eV] -2.028 -1.725 -2.143 -1.540 -1.131 -2.031 

EH [eV] -1.980 -2.736 -2.334 -1.740 -1.482 -2.447 

3-layer covered by H atom 
ECH3 [eV] -1.898 -1.725 -2.240 -1.501 -1.102 -1.896 

EH [eV] -1.885 -2.735 -2.509 -2.193 -1.455 -2.323 

1-layer 
ECH3 [eV] -1.910 -1.881 -2.380 -1.612 -1.278 -2.060 

EH [eV] -1.813 -2.823 -2.201 -2.039 -1.621 -2.478 

1-layer covered by H atom 
ECH3 [eV] -1.943 -1.550 -2.487 -1.541 -1.138 -1.762 

EH [eV] -2.066 -1.860 -2.644 -1.722 -1.472 -2.181 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the adsorption energies of CH4 (ECH4) and ECH3 on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) and M@M/H(111) 

3 and 1-layer surfaces (the upper figures (a)~(d)) and between ECH4 and EH on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces (the 

lower figure (e)~(h)). 

From Table 3, the calculated adsorption energies of CH3 on 
Ni ad-atom of M@M(111) 3 and 1-layer are stronger than the 
Cu ad-atom of M@M(111), indicating agreement with the 
trend studied by previous report that the Ni-C interaction was 
stronger than the Cu-C interaction [32], whereas the 
calculated adsorption energies of dissociated H on Ni 
ad-atoms of M@M(111) 3-layer and M@M/H(111) 1-layer 
are weaker than Cu ad-atom of those. The first products of 
CH4 dissociation reaction are CH3 molecule and dissociated 
H atom. Here, we investigate the correlation of the 
adsorption energy of CH4 with CH3 and dissociated H. When 
the CH4 adsorption energies correlate with CH3 or 
dissociated H adsorption energies, for instance, the graphs of 
that property draw the linear relation. Figure 3 shows the 
comparison between the adsorption energies of CH4 and CH3 
on metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) 
and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces, and between the 
adsorption energies of CH4 and dissociated H. From Figure 3, 
the adsorption energies of CH3 on metal ad-atoms correlate 
with CH4 (Figures. 3(a) ~ (d)) in comparison with the 
adsorption energies of dissociated H (Figures. 3(e) ~ (h)). As 
can be seen in Figures. 3(e) ~ (h), CH4 adsorption energies 
are not related to the dissociated H adsorption energies. On 
the other hand, as shown in Figures 3(a) ~ (d), there is a 
relatively correlation between CH4 and CH3 adsorption 
energies (correlation coefficients (R2) are more than 0.64) 
except for in the case of M@M(111) 3-layer model (R2 is 
0.25). This result shows that CH4 adsorption is related to CH3 

adsorption, i.e., metal-C atom interaction, whereas 
dissociated H adsorption does not affect CH4 adsorption. 
Therefore, it is thought that the C-H bond breaking of CH4 is 
also affected by the adsorption energies of CH4 as well as 
CH3. 

We estimate the activation barrier energies of C-H bond 
breaking of CH4 of the first reaction step (CH4→CH3+H) to 
consider the effect of metal ad-atom, i.e., the effect of 
enhanced adsorption energies of CH4. In this study, we take 
Ni, Pt, and Ag metal ad-atom of M@M(111) as objects of the 
dissociation reaction of CH4 because Pt exhibits stronger 
adsorption energy of CH4, Ag exhibits weaker ones, and Ni 
utilizes for the steam reforming reaction. Moreover, the 
adsorption energies of CH3 on Pt and Ag ad-atom of 4-type 
surfaces models are the strongest and weakest ones, 
respectively. The CH4 dissociation reaction on other metal 
ad-atom (Pd, Ag, Au) are not treated in this study. The 
activation barrier energies of C-H bond breaking of CH4 on 
Ni, Pt, and Ag ad-atom of M@M(111) and M@M/H(111) 3 
and 1-layer surfaces are summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4. The activation barrier energies of the C-H bond breaking of CH4 on 

metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pt, Ag) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 

1-layer surfaces. All energies are in eV. 

Surface type Ni Pt Ag 

M@M_3layer 0.787 0.420 2.299 

M@M/H_3layer 0.752 0.380 2.333 

M@M_1layer 0.866 0.257 2.073 

M@M/H_1layer 0.708 0.135 2.432 
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Figure 4. Initial (IS), transition (TS), and final (FS) states of the reaction pathway for the dissociation reaction of CH4 on Ni ad-atom of Ni@Ni(111) (a) 1 and 

(b) 3-layer surfaces and Ni@Ni/H(111) (c) 1 and (d) 3-layer surfaces. Upper and lower panel represent the side and top view of surface models, respectively. 

Yellow, blue, and gray ball denote C, H, and Ni atom, respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Initial (IS), transition (TS), and final (FS) states of the reaction pathway for the dissociation reaction of CH4 on Pt ad-atom of Pt@Pt(111) (a) 1 and 

(b) 3-layer surfaces and Pt@Pt/H(111) (c) 1 and (d) 3-layer surfaces. Upper and lower panel represent the side and top view of surface models, respectively. 

Yellow, blue, and dark gray ball denote C, H, and Ni atom, respectively. 
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Figure 6. Initial (IS), transition (TS), and final (FS) states of the reaction pathway for the dissociation reaction of CH4 on Ag ad-atom of Ag@Ag(111) (a) 1 

and (b) 3-layer surfaces and Ag@Ag/H(111) (c) 1 and (d) 3-layer surfaces. Upper and lower panel represent the side and top view of surface models, 

respectively. Yellow, blue, and light gray ball denote C, H, and Ni atom, respectively. 

In the case of Ni, CH4 is adsorbed on Ni ad-atom of 
Ni@Ni(111) as initial state (IS) configuration which two H 
atoms of CH4 are directed to the Ni ad-atom. In the 
dissociative reaction pathway of CH4 on Ni ad-atom, as 
shown in Table 4, H atom is dissociated from CH4 on Ni 
ad-atom surfaces with the C-H distance of 1.830 ~ 2.204 Å, 
and these transition state (TS) geometries are similar to 
Rh@Cu(111) [30] and (Cu@Cu(100) and Ni@Cu(100)) [32] 
surfaces. The CH4 activation barrier energies on Ni ad-atom 
of 4-type surfaces are 0.708 ~ 0.866 eV which are lower than 
the perfect Ni(111) surface mentioned previously (1.32 eV 
[49], 1.12 eV [26], 1.05 eV [29], and 1.04 eV [16]). In the 
final state (FS) configuration, the dissociated CH3 molecule 
is adsorbed on Ni ad-atom, and the dissociated H atom is 
adsorbed at the bridge site between Ni ad-atom and Ni 
surface atom of Ni@Ni(111) and Ni/@Ni/H(111) 3-layer 
surfaces and between Ni ad-atom and Ni three-fold of 
Ni@Ni(111) and Ni/@Ni/H(111) 1-layer surfaces (see in 
Figure 4). The configurations of CH4, CH3, and dissociated H 
on Pt and Ag ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are similar to those 
on Ni ad-atom of ones (see in Figures 5 and 6). In the case of 
Pt ad-atom, the dissociative reaction of CH4 on Pt ad-atom 
show higher activity than Ni and Ag ad-atom. As shown in 
Table 4, the activation barrier energies of C-H bond breaking 
of CH4 on Pt ad-atom of 4-type surfaces range from 0.135 eV 
to 0.420 eV, which are at least 0.288 eV and 1.653 eV lower 
as compared to Ni and Ag ad-atom, respectively. It cannot 
say as a role that changing the thickness of metal surface 
make C-H bond of CH4 active because it has not only good 

influence on Pt and Ag ad-atom but also bad influence on Ni 
ad-atom in terms of activation barrier energies. Figure 7 
represents the activation energies of C-H bond breaking 
reaction on Ni, Pt, Ag ad-atoms of 4-type surfaces as a 
function of the adsorption energies of CH4 on those ad-atoms 
(Figure 7(a)) and d-band center of those ad-atoms (Figure 
7(b)). From Figure 7(a), the C-H bond activation energies 
become lower when the adsorption energies of CH4 is higher 
in the case of Ni and Pt. It is clearly showed that the 
activation barrier energies of CH4 on Ag ad-atom are higher 
than Ni and Pt ad-atom due to very weak adsorption energies 
of CH4. We find that there is a linear correlation between the 
C-H bond activation barrier energies of CH4 and the 
adsorption energies of CH4, although the activation barrier 
energies of CH4 on Ni ad-atom are different from those on Pt 
ad-atom when CH4 adsorption energies on both Ni and Pt 
ad-atom exhibit almost the same values (see in Figure 7(a)). 
This is observed because the adsorption energies of CH3 on 
Ni ad-atom of 4-type surfaces are weaker than the Pd 
ad-atom of ones (the differences are from 0.115 to 0.624 eV). 
On the other hand, there is not a linear correlation in the case 
of Ag. This is due to the weakest adsorption energy of both 
CH4 and CH3. Similarly, as shown in Figure 7(b), the 
activation energies of the dissociative reaction of CH4 
correlate with the d-band center of Ni and Pt ad-atom. The 
C-H bond activation energies become lower when the 
d-band centers of Ni and Pt ad-atoms close to the Fermi 
level. This trend is in agreement with the previous report 
[29, 47]. Therefore, it is thought that the adsorbed CH4 is 
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easy to be dissociated when its adsorption energies are 
stronger. This result indicates that the metal ad-atom plays a 
role to promote the dissociation reaction of CH4 because 

metal ad-atoms can enhance the adsorption energy of CH4 
as compared to the perfect surface and those d-band centers 
are closer to the Fermi level. 

 

Figure 7. The activation barrier energies of C-H bond breaking of CH4 (Ea) on M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pt, Ag) and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces as a 

function of (a)~(c) the adsorption energies of CH4 (ECH4) and (d)~(f) the d-band centers. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we performed spin-polarized DFT calculation 
to investigate the CH4 adsorption and dissociation reaction on 
the metal ad-atom of M@M(111) (M=Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au) 
and M@M/H(111) 3 and 1-layer surfaces. Our results 
indicated that Ni, Pd, and Pt ad-atoms can enhance the 
adsorption energy of CH4 as compared to the perfect surfaces, 
whereas Cu, Ag, and Au ad-atoms showed no apparent change. 
Changing the thickness of metal surface and covering metal 
surface on the other side with H atoms can make the d-band 
center of metal ad-atoms shift close to the Fermi level, and the 
CH4 adsorption energies correlate with the d-band center of 
metal ad-atoms. Moreover, our results showed that the metal 
ad-atom plays a role to promote the dissociation reaction of 
CH4, and C-H bond breaking activation of CH4 correlates with 
the adsorption energy of CH4. 
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